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ETHOS 2.0 WITH STORAGE BASE
With active learning, students engage with ideas — and each other — in meaningful ways. Activities like problem-solving,
group discussions and quiet study cater to every learning style and, ultimately, the understanding and retention of class
concepts. Active learning requires a dynamic classroom where the physical environment responds to the curriculum, and
the right seating, like the Ethos Series from Haskell, serves as a teaching assistant. More than a chair, the agile quad-baseplus-classic-seat-shell design of the Ethos Series seamlessly transitions between lecture, collaborative and group teaching
modes so the class stays focused on what really matters: education.

Black 8A

Red 8B

Sky 8D

Tablet surface is over sized
to accommodate digital and
analog resources

Green Apple 8E

Orange 8F

Navy 8J

Easy grip handle built into the back of the chair
for better control when moving the chair

Optional tablet holder

Purple 8I

Storm 8L

Non-upholstered seat is
comfortable and easy to clean
Work surface can telescope in
and out from the user position
for easier access, allowing
more space and comfort

Optional bottle holder

Non-handed tablet surface
adjusts for right and left
handed individuals

Open seat design for
comfort and air flow

Oversized opening allows easy
access for storage of backpacks
and personal items
360 degree swivel seat for
clear sightlines between
students, instructors and
visual content

Six casters allow for seamless
transition between classroom layouts
Contemporary design and Haskell warranty
makes Ethos an educated choice

21ST CENTURY CLASSROOM
The Ethos Series simplifies a “Think-Pair-Share” lesson plan. Blending
flexibility (like 360-degree swiveling capability and an ambidextrous tablet
arm) with mobility and personal storage, the all-in-one seating unit efficiently
switches between lecture, collaborative and group modes to foster active
learning in the classroom.

WARRANTY
- Haskell Limited Lifetime Warranty
* see full warranty for terms and conditions
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